



lineal.  El  problema ha sido afrontado con métodos  matemáticos,  gráficos  y  numéricos 
utilizando software libre disponible en la red.
Para controlar un sistema dándole un correcto funcionamiento desde un punto de vista 
























































































































Nowadays  the  largest  part  of   the  software used  is  produced for  WindowsTM:  we use 






























































Linux   is   a   standard   time­sharing   operating   system   which   provides   good   average 
performance and highly sophisticated services but suffers of a lack of real time support. To 
obtain a real time platform, with  low latency and  highly predictable  requirements,  it   is 
necessary to make some changes in the kernel sources, i.e. in the interrupt handling and 
scheduling policies.

































• Scilab/Scicos:   it   is   an   open   source  CACSD  (Computer  Aided  Control   System 
Design)  software   for   numerical   computation.   Scilab   includes   Scicos,   a   block 
diagram editor that can be used to create simulations and automatically generate 
and compile codes.
• Comedi:   it   provides   the   drivers,   library   functions,   and   an   API   (Application 
Program   Interface)   to   interact   with   signal   acquisition   hardware.   Hundreds   of 
devices are supported.
• RTAI. The Real­Time Application Interface (RTAI) is distributed as a package with 
a   patch   to   be   applied   to   the   Linux   kernel.   RTAI   inserts   a   sub­kernel   where 
prioritized, hard real­time tasks can run. FIFOs and shared memory can be used to 
transfer data between real­time and user space processes.

























































/* Error opening the two channels */
if ((fifo1 = open("/dev/rtf0", O_RDONLY)) < 0) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error opening /dev/rtf0\n");
exit(1);
}
if ((fifo2 = open("/dev/rtf1", O_RDONLY)) < 0) {








printf("%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t\n", val1.t, val1.u[0], 











gcc -o readfifo readfifo.c
so the new file readfifo will be generated.
To save the data that appear in the terminal we can type in a terminal ./readfifo > 




Mathworks'  Simulink  and even   if   it   possesses   a   lower  number  of   functions   than   the 
commercial program, it is sufficient for controlling a non­linear plant with the addition of 
the RTAI­Lib palette.




The  Lookup Table,  present in the  Non_linear  palette, realizes a non­linear function 
using a graphical editor.




file. Each record has the following form:   [ t ,V 1,... ,V n]   where   t   is the number of 














• Color. It is a vector of integers. The  i ­th element is the colour number ( 0 ) 
or dash type ( 0 ) used to draw the evolution of the  i ­th input port signal.
• Output window number. It is a scalar that fixes the number of graphic window 
used as display. It is often good to use high values to avoid conflicts with palettes 






















As  we can  see   in  Figure  2   the  blocks  of  RTAI­Lib  are   (more  or   less)   arranged   in 
thematic columns:
• Inputs:   function   generators   (sine,   square,   step),   read   data   file,   programmable 
generic sensor;
• Outputs: displays (oscilloscope, meter, LED), programmable generic actuator;

















boards   [comedi0],   the   range   number   as   specified   in   our   acquisition 
hardware's manual [0] (warning: the value to enter is not expressed in volts), 








First  of  all  we must  note   that  qrtailab  only  executes  when a  RTAI Linux kernel   is 
running; qrtailab will generate a segmentation fault if started over a standard Linux kernel.




Some people may find it  convenient  to use the  View  menu and associated keyboard 
shortcuts.
Now we can open a scope manager window by either clicking on the  Scope button or 
selecting it in the  View menu. Then clicking on the  Show/Hide  checkbox to display the 
scope. At the end we can see the output of the system.
We can  note   that   the  Scope Manager   lets  us  modify  display  properties   such  as   the 










As  we   shall   see   in   the   following,   for   some   calculations,  we   used   also   commercial 







Then,  we  will   adapt   the   general   equations   to   our   specific   case  by   estimating   their 
coefficients, carrying out some experiments and statistically analysing the obtained values.


















































and   f   is   the 
friction coefficient.
All the other losses are smaller or singular losses and the values of the different   K  
can   be   achieved   through   tables   and   experimental   graphs.   The   coefficients   K   are 
functions of the geometry, of the number of Reynolds and the relative roughness. Finally 
we can express all the losses between two points as:
h p= f LDH∑i K i v
2
2 g .
So  we   can   apply   this   result   to   two   points   A   and   B   at   the   ends   of   a   pipe   that 
communicates   with  two   deposits.  Let   us   consider   the   velocity   in   these   two   points 
despicable and hypothesize that the points are situated at the same level, so we can obtain 
the pressure difference in two points:


























In   the   third   controlled   deposit   the   second   pump   loads   the   liquid   and   the   pipes 
load/unload (according to  the levels of the liquid) the second controlled deposit and load 
the source deposit.





















K 10 y1− y0K30  y3− y0−Kb1u1−Kb2u2
A0
where   y1 ,   y2 ,   y3   and   y0   are   respectively   the   fluid   levels   of   the   three 
controlled and of the source deposit,   u1   and   u2   are the voltage inputs of the two 













































• Ai : area of deposit  i  ( cm2 ).
We can obtain the areas of the deposit simply by measuring them. The dimensions of the 
three controlled deposits are the same: squared section with a side of 8  cm  (so with 64 



















In   tables  1  and 2  there are   the  measures  of   the parameters  of   the previous  formula 
obtained  with  different  pump voltages   ( ui )  and   the  calculated  values  of   Kb1 and 
Kb2 .





5.0 5.26 9.6 6.34
10.0 11.20 9.6 5.95
5.0 3.87 14.4 5.74
10.0 7.92 14.4 5.61
17.5 13.90 14.4 5.60
24.0 18.85 14.4 5.66
5.0 3.33 19.2 5.01
10.0 6.43 19.2 5.18
17.5 11.29 19.2 5.17
24.0 15.16 19.2 5.28
5.0 2.70 24.0 4.94
10.0 5.62 24.0 4.74
17.5 9.76 24.0 4.78
24.0 13.27 24.0 4.82
Table 1: Values for Kb1 estimation 
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5.0 6.25 9.6 5.33
10.0 12.24 9.6 5.45
5.0 3.87 14.4 5.74
10.0 8.1 14.4 5.49
17.5 14.17 14.4 5.49
24.0 19.71 14.4 5.41
5.0 3.19 19.2 5.22
10.0 6.57 19.2 5.07
17.5 11.52 19.2 5.06
24.0 15.61 19.2 5.12
5.0 2.74 24.0 4.87
10.0 5.53 24.0 4.82
17.5 9.63 24.0 4.85






















































































In this case we can give an explicit expression of the value of   K ij by imposing that 
y it    be   equal   to   y f   where   y f
Vol
AiA j
,   which   is   a   point   higher   than   the 
equilibrium level. So from the previous second grade equation we obtain:
K ij=
2Vol Ai A j±2  y f Ai3 A j−Vol Ai2 A j y f Ai2 A j2
 AiA j t
.
The solution is the one with the negative sign as  y it  is decreasing.
As the areas of the controlled deposits are the same we simplify as:
K ij=




















The correct solution is the one with the negative sign as demeans the value of  y it   
for  t0 . To find an explicit expression of  K ij  we suppose  y it f = y f and isolate:
K ij=2
 y0± y f  Ai
t
,
where, again, the element with the negative sign is the expected one because  y it   is 
demeaning.
Finally, we can experimentally calculate all the  K ij  coefficients.





Aiy0−2 y f− y0
t
.






y [ cm ] t 1 [ s ] t 2 [ s ] t 3 [ s ] t 4 [ s ] t 5 [ s ] tm [ s ]
40.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
35.90 4.63 4.54 4.70 4.41 4.00 4.456
25.90 17.55 18.04 17.68 16.87 16.47 17.322










y [ cm ] t 1 [ s ] t 2 [ s ] t 3 [ s ] t 4 [ s ] t 5 [ s ] tm [ s ]
35.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
30.0 4.09 4.23 4.05 3.78 3.78 3.986
24.0 9.94 9.81 9.76 9.45 9.49 9.690












As before,   for  calculating   K10 ,  we carried  out  5  experiments.  The resulting   timed 
values are:
y [ cm ] t 1 [ s ] t 2 [ s ] t 3 [ s ] t 4 [ s ] t 5 [ s ] tm [ s ]
76.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
71.5 5.67 5.31 6.03 5.31 5.71 5.606
61.5 17.32 16.96 17.73 17.19 17.23 17.286






We repeated the procedure for  K 30  and we found:
y [ cm ] t 1 [ s ] t 2 [ s ] t 3 [ s ] t 4 [ s ] t 5 [ s ] tm [ s ]
81.2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
76.2 4.86 4.99 5.13 4.95 5.26 5.038
66.2 15.39 15.93 15.88 15.75 15.88 15.766


















































As  we   can   see   in   Figure   5,   the   law   that   rules   this   sensor   (calculated   through   the 
minimum mean square error) is:
x [cm ]=6.53 x [V ]1.49
Figure 4: Linear regression for sensor 1























As  we   can   see   in   Figure   6,   the   law   that   rules   this   sensor   (calculated   through   the 
minimum mean square error) is:
x [cm ]= .5 8 x [V ]−3.59
Figure 5: Linear regression for sensor 2























with  the  liquid  level.  This  can be  ignored  if   the  level   is  close  to   the point  where  this 
Figure 6: Linear regression for sensor 3


























































































Empirically  we   found   out   that   the   point   from  which  we   can   consider   the   process 
modeled by the previous law is 6  cm . 
For analysing the behaviour of  the system in this   interval (between 0 and 6  cm) we 










































































































































































































/* Error opening the two channels */
if ((fifo1 = open("/dev/rtf0", O_RDONLY)) < 0) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error opening /dev/rtf0\n");
exit(1);
}
if ((fifo2 = open("/dev/rtf1", O_RDONLY)) < 0) {




/* Reading of the two channels and transforming the outputs as the 
laws that rule the sensors*/
    while (!end) {
    read(fifo1, &val1, sizeof(val1));
 read(fifo2, &val2, sizeof(val2));
  v1 = val2.u[0]*7.03 – 2.89;
  v2 = val2.u[1]*6.53 + 1.49;
  v3 = val2.u[2]*5.8 - 1.09;
    printf("%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t\n", val1.t, val1.u[0], val1.u[1], 
v1, v2, v3);
    }




















































































































































We   wanted   to   improve   firstly   the   stationary   behaviour,   so   we   carried   out   some 
experiments to find out the best value that gives us a constant steady­state error.


































































































































































































We chose a transitory value equal to   K ' '10=K 10∗0.8=5.3183
cm5/2
s












































































































































































































































































many well­established analysis  and design techniques  for LTI systems (e.g.,   root­locus, 





In  mathematics,   the  point   x∈ℜn   is  an  equilibrium point   (or   fixed  point)   for   the 
continuous time equation
x˙=f x  
if  f x=0 .
This concept allows us to define the linearization of a non­linear system such as the 
linearization of the non­linear function  f  associated to the system. If  F :ℜnℜm  is 
a function from Euclidean   n ­space to Euclidean   m ­space, this function is given by 
m   real­valued   component   functions,   f 1 x1 , ...xn, ... , f mx 1 ,... xn .   The   partial 
derivatives of all these functions (if they exist) can be organized in an  m ­by­ n  matrix, 














If  x  is a point in  ℜn  and  F  is differentiable at  x , then its derivative is given 
by   J F  x .   In   this   case,   the   linear  map   described   by   J F  x   is   the   best   linear 
approximation of  F  near the point  x , in the sense that:
x˙ t =F x t =F x  J F  x x t −x o∥x t −x∥  
for  x t   close to  x  and where  o  is the little­ o notation.
In our case, as we saw in Section 4.1, the function   F   is a function from  ℜ3   to 
ℜ3   (the  level of  the  liquid of each deposit  depends on combined level of  the  three 
deposits), so the Jacobian is a  3 ­by­ 3  matrix. 
Depreciating the   little­ o   notation and displacing the origin to the equilibrium point 
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x  through   x=xx we can rewrite the previous formula as
˙x t =J F  x x t =F x t  .
In our case we are considering a continuous time invariant MIMO system such as
x˙ t = f x t  , u t 
and the procedure for the input is exactly the same, so we have
˙x t =F x t G u t 
where  F= J F x ,u   and  G=J G x ,u .
In our case, as we saw in Section 4.1, the function   G   is a function from  ℜ2   to 
ℜ3   (the level of the liquid of each deposit depends on the two pumps' power), so the 









































sys = lincos(scs_m [,x0,u0 [,param] ]) 
where the parameters are:
• scs_m: a Scicos data structure 














As we described in Section 4.1  the equations of  the system are  three,  whereas  their 
unknowns  are   five   (the   three   levels   and   the   two  injecting  powers).  So,  by   fixing   two 
unknowns, we can solve the system of non­linear equations.
We   can   fix,   for   example,   the   level   of   the   first   controlled   deposit   ( y1





d  to vary between 15 and 25  cm  (so it would be very far from the 
transitory zone) and  y2
d− y1













































called stable if an  R0  exists such that  ∀ RR0  and an  r ( 0rR ) exists such 
that if  ∥x−x 0∥r , then  ∥x−x t ∥R ∀ t0 . There are two kinds of stability for 
an equilibrium point  x :
• asymptotic   stability   if   it   is   stable   and   if   an   R0   exists   such   that   if 
∥x−x 0∥R0 , then  x t   tends to  x  if time increases.
• marginal stability if it is stable and not asymptotically stable.
An equilibrium point  x  is “unstable” if it is not stable. Equivalently,  x  is unstable 
if for   R0  and any  0 rR , it exists a point   x t    such that if   ∥x−x  t ∥r , 




In agreement with  its definition given in Section  5.1, we can use the Jacobian   F  
calculated in  x  to determine the stability of the system. If the eigenvalues of  F  are 
{1n1 , ... ,mnm }  where   {n1 , ... ,nm }   are the multiplicities of the eigenvalues, we can say 
that the system is:
• asymptotically stable if   ℜ{i}0 ∀ i ;
• marginally stable if  ℜ{i}≤0 ∀ i  and the multiplicity of the eigenvalues with 
ℜ{i}=0  is one;













long as  uncertain parameters  or disturbances  are  within some (typically  compact)  sets. 

























































plant   as  
N G s
DG s
,   the   transfer   function   of   the   feedback   controlled   system   is 
NC  sNG s 
DCs DG sNC sNG s
. Varying the controller we can place the poles of the system 
where we desire.




   -0.2160
   -0.0656




aim is   to move them further  from the imaginary axis  (which means render  the system 
faster) and to add an integral action (so to eliminate steady­state error).
6.2.2.Feedback Control














































A=[−0.3885 0.3803 −0.00040.3807 −0.5928 0.2121−0.0005 0.2116 −0.2206]
B=[0.4425 00 00 0.4425]
C=[ 1 0 00 1 00 0 1]
D=[0 00 00 0] .
We highlight that the difference with respect to the LTI system we calculated beforehand 
is that now  C  is a  3 ­by­ 3  matrix and  D  is a  3 ­by­ 2  one.
Figure 30: Graph of the closed loop system with integral controller in state space
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Now we can analyse the whole system leaving  K p  and  K i  as unknown diagonal 
matrices which will be determined through the placement of the poles.
K p=[k p1 00 k p2]
K i=[k i1 00 ki2 ]
Adding  the  PI  controller,   the  input  of  our  plant  becomes   u=K peK i∫e and  the 
system extends   from order  3   to  order  5.  As we can  see   from Figure 30   the   two new 
equations are:
d





From the equations that explicit the input of the system  u  and the error  e , we get:
x˙=A xBu=A xBK p eK i∫ e=A xBK pr−H C xB K i∫ e=
A−BK pH C xBK prBK i∫e
Now we can easily write our new 5th order LTI system as:
[ x˙e ]=[A−BK pH C B K i−HC 0 ] [ x∫ e][BK pI ]r
y=[C 0 ] [ x∫ e] .
The last thing to do is to calculate  K p  and  K i  so to determine every matrix of our 
system.
They could be determined by calculating the determinant of the matrix   s I−A   (its 
eigenvalues) and equalling it to the characteristic polynomial 
s−p1 ... s−p5






6 variables (4 are the elements of   K p   and   K i and 2 are the free poles due to the 
controller), we can freely fix only one variable.





We   have   chosen   some   typical   values   of   a   PI   controller  with   in  mind   the   aim   of 
considering that we don't want a large oscillation and through a specific program in Maple 
which can be found in Appendix D.5 we can see which are the new poles.
By changing the values of  k p1=k p2=k p  and  k i1=k i2=k i  we can find the poles, as 
described in Table 11.
k p k i 1st pole 2nd pole 3rd pole 4th pole 5th pole

















































1. with small values of  k p  the dominant pole is much faster than in open­loop;















































































































































whole system leaving   K  as an unknown  2 ­by­ 3  matrix which will be determined 
through the allocation of the eigenvalues.
We can do this operation thanks to the feedback loop that multiplies the output by the 













dt [∫e1∫e2]=[ e1e2]=[ r1r 2]−[ y1y2]=[ r 1r 2]−H [ y1y2y3] .
Using the formula of the new system with the feedback loop we can rewrite the previous 
equation as




[ ex˙ ]=[−HD −H C−DK B A−BK ] [∫ex ][ I0] r
y=[ D C−DK ] [∫ ex ] .
The last thing to do is to calculate  K  to determine every matrix of our system.
We determine it by calculating the determinant of the matrix   I−A  and equalling it 
to the characteristic polynomial 
−1...−5





Theoretically,   there are  5  equations  (comparing   the  coefficients  of   the  two 5th  order 
equations) and 8 variables (6 are elements of    K  and 2 are the free eigenvalues due to 
the integral action), so we could freely fix 3 variables.
In reality we are not totally free to fix the eigenvalues because the known term of the 
determinant of   I−A  doesn't depend on the elements of  K . That is to say that one 
equation is
0.00018432∗4∗5=0.04153050562










8 The   symbolic   toolbox   for   Scicoslab   can   be   found   at 
http://www.cert.fr/dcsd/idco/perso/Magni/toolboxes.html#symbolic and it is based on Maxima, which is a 
computer algebra system, implemented in Lisp.
The   symbolic  objects   are  Scicoslab  mlists  consisting  of   a   string   in  Maxima   syntax.  They   can  be 
















][1 00 10 00 00 0] [r1r2]
[ y1y2y3]=[
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1][∫ e1∫ e2x1x2
x3















• the maximum overshoot is  0 %;















































































































































































































computer   running  Windows.   This   has   the   potential   to   impact   significantly   on   costs, 
including   purchase   of   software   and   hardware,   and   indirectly   by   reducing   business 
















































































English   version   of  Wikipedia.   It   is   about   a   proportional­integral­derivative   controller. 
August 20, 2009.
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PID_controller>.






















 * Parameters for the system functioning 
 */ 
MODULE_LICENSE("GPL"); 
#define PERIOD 100000 // square wave with period of 200 
microseconds
#define PARALLEL 0x378 
#define DEBUG_FIFO 3 
#define TIMER_TO_CPU 3 // < 0  || > 1 to maintain a 
symmetric processed timer. 
#define RUNNABLE_ON_CPUS 1  
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#define RUN_ON_CPUS (num_online_cpus() > 1 ? RUNNABLE_ON_CPUS : 1) 
int use_fpu = 0; //without using floating point
RT_TASK thread; 
/* 






















RTIME period, now; 
rt_linux_use_fpu(use_fpu); /* declare if we use the FPU     */ 
rt_task_init( /* create our measuring task     */ 
    &thread, /* pointer to our RT_TASK         */ 
    fun, /* implementation of the task    */ 
    0, /* we could transfer data -> task  */ 
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    5000, /* stack size                     */ 
    0, /* priority                  */ 
    use_fpu, /* do we use the FPU?           */ 
    0 /* signal? XXX                     */ 
); 
rt_set_runnable_on_cpus( /* select on which CPUs the task is*/ 
&thread, /* allowed to run                  */ 
RUN_ON_CPUS 
); 
now = rt_get_time(); 































 * Parameters for the system functioning 
 */ 
MODULE_LICENSE("GPL"); 
#define PERIOD 100000 
#define DEBUG_FIFO 3 
#define TIMER_TO_CPU 3 // < 0  || > 1 to maintain a 
symmetric processed timer. 
#define RUNNABLE_ON_CPUS 1  
#define RUN_ON_CPUS (num_online_cpus() > 1 ? RUNNABLE_ON_CPUS : 1) 
int use_fpu = 1; // using floating point 
RT_TASK thread; 
#include "REG_PCI1711.h" // addresses of the DAQ board
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#define PCI_VENDOR_ 0x13fe 
#define PCI_DEVICE_ 0x1711 
#define NREG_ 32 // space reserved for registers 
unsigned int PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711; 
/* 
 * Detection of the DAQ board 
 */ 
int detecta_PCI (void){ 
  unsigned long physical_adress_start; 
  unsigned long region_length; 
  struct pci_dev *pcidev=NULL; 
printk("PCI-1711 DETECT PCI \n"); 
pcidev =pci_find_device (PCI_VENDOR_, PCI_DEVICE_, pcidev ); 
if(pcidev==NULL){ 
      printk("PCI-1711 CANNOT BE FOUND \n"); 
      return(-EIO); 
    } 
if (pci_enable_device(pcidev)){ 
      printk("PCI-1711 CANNOT BE ENABLED \n"); 
      return(-EIO); 
    } 
    
physical_adress_start= pci_resource_start(pcidev, 2); 
region_length= pci_resource_len(pcidev, 2); 
PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711=physical_adress_start; 












unsigned int yint; 
w=100.0; // sine wave with period of pi/50
outw(0x0000,PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711 + PCI171x_DAREF); 
 
while (1) { 
t = (double)rt_get_time_ns()*1.0E-9; 
y = (double)0.5 + 0.5*sin(w*t); 








RTIME period, now; 
 detecta_PCI(); 
rt_linux_use_fpu(use_fpu); /* declare if we use the FPU     */ 
rt_task_init( /* create our measuring task     */ 
    &thread, /* pointer to our RT_TASK         */ 
    fun, /* implementation of the task    */ 
    0, /* we could transfer data -> task  */ 
    5000, /* stack size                     */ 
    0, /* priority                  */ 
    use_fpu, /* do we use the FPU?           */ 
    0 /* signal? XXX                     */ 
); 
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rt_set_runnable_on_cpus( /* select on which CPUs the task is*/ 
&thread, /* allowed to run                  */ 
RUN_ON_CPUS 
);  
now = rt_get_time(); 





















#define PCI171x_AD_DATA  0          /* R:   A/D data */ 
#define PCI171x_SOFTTRG  0          /* W:   soft trigger for A/D */ 
#define PCI171x_RANGE    2          /* W:   A/D gain/range register */ 
#define PCI171x_MUX      4          /* W:   A/D multiplexor control */ 
#define PCI171x_STATUS   6          /* R:   status register */ 
#define PCI171x_CONTROL  6          /* W:   control register */ 
#define PCI171x_CLRINT   8          /* W:   clear interrupts request */ 
#define PCI171x_CLRFIFO  9          /* W:   clear FIFO */ 
#define PCI171x_DA0     10          /* W:   D/A register */ 
#define PCI171x_DA1     12          /* W:   D/A register */ 
#define PCI171x_DAREF   14          /* W:   D/A reference control */ 
#define PCI171x_DI      16          /* R:   digi inputs */ 
#define PCI171x_DO      16          /* R:   digi inputs */ 
#define PCI171x_CNT0    24          /* R/W: 8254 counter 0 */ 
#define PCI171x_CNT1    26          /* R/W: 8254 counter 1 */ 
#define PCI171x_CNT2    28          /* R/W: 8254 counter 2 */ 
#define PCI171x_CNTCTRL 30          /* W:   8254 counter control */ 
// upper bits from status register (PCI171x_STATUS) (lower is the same 
with control reg) 
#define Status_FE       0x0100      /* 1=FIFO is empty */ 
#define Status_FH       0x0200      /* 1=FIFO is half full */ 
#define Status_FF       0x0400      /* 1=FIFO is full, fatal error */ 
#define Status_IRQ      0x0800      /* 1=IRQ occured */ 
// bits from control register (PCI171x_CONTROL) 
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#define Control_CNT0    0x0040   /* 1=CNT0 have external source, 0=have 
internal 100kHz source */ 
#define Control_ONEFH   0x0020   /* 1=IRQ on FIFO is half full, 0=every 
sample */ 
#define Control_IRQEN   0x0010   /* 1=enable IRQ */ 
#define Control_GATE    0x0008   /* 1=enable external trigger GATE 
(8254?) */ 
#define Control_EXT     0x0004   /* 1=external trigger source */ 
#define Control_PACER   0x0002   /* 1=enable internal 8254 trigger 
source */ 
#define Control_SW      0x0001   /* 1=enable software trigger source */ 
//bits from d/a reference control 
#define DA_Control_DA1_I_E 0x08 //1=external reference 
#define DA_Control_DA0_I_E 0x02 
#define DA_Control_DA1_5_10 0x04 //1=10V 
#define DA_Control_DA0_5_10 0x01 
#define AD_Range_S_D 0x0020 


















 * Parameters for the system functioning 
 */ 
MODULE_LICENSE("GPL"); 
#define PERIOD 100000 
#define DEBUG_FIFO 3 
#define TIMER_TO_CPU 3 //  <  0   ||  >  1  to  maintain  a 
symmetric processed timer. 
#define RUNNABLE_ON_CPUS 1  
#define RUN_ON_CPUS (num_online_cpus() > 1 ? RUNNABLE_ON_CPUS : 1) 
int use_fpu = 1; // using the floating point
RT_TASK thread; 
#include "REG_PCI1711.h" // addresses of the DAQ board
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#define PCI_VENDOR_ 0x13fe 
#define PCI_DEVICE_ 0x1711 
#define NREG_ 32 // space reserved for registers
unsigned int PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711; 
/* 
 * Detection of the DAQ board 
 */ 
int detecta_PCI (void){ 
  unsigned long physical_adress_start; 
  unsigned long region_length; 
  struct pci_dev *pcidev=NULL; 
printk("PCI-1711 DETECT PCI \n"); 
pcidev =pci_find_device (PCI_VENDOR_, PCI_DEVICE_, pcidev ); 
if(pcidev==NULL){ 
      printk("PCI-1711 CANNOT BE FOUND \n"); 
      return(-EIO); 
    } 
if (pci_enable_device(pcidev)){ 
      printk("PCI-1711 CANNOT BE ENABLED \n"); 
      return(-EIO); 
    } 
    
physical_adress_start= pci_resource_start(pcidev, 2); 
region_length= pci_resource_len(pcidev, 2); 
PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711=physical_adress_start; 












 * This program obtains a sample from the AD (Channel 0) and 
* puts the same sample in the DA (Channel 1). Implements a 
* sample and hold.
*/ 
unsigned int datos, yint, valor; 

























 * Reading the information 
 */ 
datos = inw(PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711+PCI171x_AD_DATA); 
yint = datos&0x0fff; 
 
/* 
 * Sending the information to the DA converter 
 */ 








RTIME period, now; 
 detecta_PCI(); 
rt_linux_use_fpu(use_fpu); /* declare if we use the FPU     */ 
rt_task_init( /* create our measuring task     */ 
    &thread, /* pointer to our RT_TASK         */ 
    fun, /* implementation of the task    */ 
    0, /* we could transfer data -> task  */ 
    5000, /* stack size                     */ 
    0, /* priority                  */ 
    use_fpu, /* do we use the FPU?           */ 
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    0 /* signal? XXX                     */ 
); 
rt_set_runnable_on_cpus( /* select on which CPUs the task is*/ 
&thread, /* allowed to run                  */ 
RUN_ON_CPUS 
); 
now = rt_get_time(); 


































 * Parameters for the system functioning 
 */ 
MODULE_LICENSE("GPL"); 
#define PORT_PARALLEL 0x378 
#define PERIOD 100000 
#define PERIOD2 50000 
#define DEBUG_FIFO 3 
#define TIMER_TO_CPU 3 // < 0  || > 1 to maintain a 
symmetric processed timer. 
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#define RUNNABLE_ON_CPUS 1  
#define RUN_ON_CPUS (num_online_cpus() > 1 ? RUNNABLE_ON_CPUS : 1) 
int use_fpu = 1; // using the floating point
RT_TASK thread, thread2; 
#include "REG_PCI1711.h" // addresses of the DAQ board
#define PCI_VENDOR_ 0x13fe 
#define PCI_DEVICE_ 0x1711 
#define NREG_ 32  // space reserved for registers 
unsigned int PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711; 
/* 
 * Detection of the DAQ board 
 */ 
int detecta_PCI (void){ 
  unsigned long physical_adress_start; 
  unsigned long region_length; 
  struct pci_dev *pcidev=NULL; 
 printk("PCI-1711 DETECT PCI \n"); 
  pcidev =pci_find_device (PCI_VENDOR_, PCI_DEVICE_, pcidev ); 
  if(pcidev==NULL){ 
      printk("PCI-1711 CANNOT BE FOUND \n"); 
      return(-EIO); 
    } 
if (pci_enable_device(pcidev)){ 
      printk("PCI-1711 CANNOT BE ENABLED \n"); 
      return(-EIO); 
    } 
    
physical_adress_start= pci_resource_start(pcidev, 2); 
region_length= pci_resource_len(pcidev, 2); 
PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711=physical_adress_start; 
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unsigned int yint; 
w=100.0; // sine wave with a period of pi/50
outw(0x0000,PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711 + PCI171x_DAREF); 
while (1) { 
t = (double)rt_get_time_ns()*1.0E-9; 
y = (double)0.5 + 0.5*sin(w*t); 






 * Global variables 
 */ 
#define M 100 
#define Vmin 0 
#define Vmax 5 
#define ON 1 
#define OFF 0 
/* 
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unsigned int alpha,count; 








































RTIME period, period2, now; 
 detecta_PCI(); 
rt_linux_use_fpu(use_fpu); /* declare if we use the FPU     */ 
rt_task_init( /* create our measuring task     */ 
    &thread, /* pointer to our RT_TASK         */ 
    fun, /* implementation of the task    */ 
    0, /* we could transfer data -> task  */ 
    5000, /* stack size                     */ 
    0, /* priority                  */ 
    use_fpu, /* do we use the FPU?           */ 
    0 /* signal? XXX                     */ 
); 
rt_set_runnable_on_cpus( /* select on which CPUs the task is*/ 
&thread, /* allowed to run                  */ 
RUN_ON_CPUS 
);  
rt_task_init( /* create our measuring task     */ 
    &thread2, /* pointer to our RT_TASK         */ 
    fun, /* implementation of the task    */ 
    0, /* we could transfer data -> task  */ 
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    5000, /* stack size                     */ 
    1, /* priority                  */ 
    use_fpu, /* do we use the FPU?           */ 
    0 /* signal? XXX                     */ 
); 
rt_set_runnable_on_cpus( /* select on which CPUs the task is*/ 
&thread2, /* allowed to run                  */ 
RUN_ON_CPUS 
); 
now = rt_get_time(); 
/* 
 * Initializing first thread parameters
 */ 
period = start_rt_timer((int)nano2count(PERIOD)); 
rt_task_make_periodic(&thread,rt_get_time(),period); 
/* 
 * Initializing second thread parameters
 */ 

































 * Parameters for the system functioning 
 */ 
MODULE_LICENSE("GPL"); 
#define PORT_PARALLEL 0x378 
#define PERIOD 100000 
#define PERIOD2 50000 
/* 
 * Global variables 
 */ 
double V; // the access to this variable is 
managed by a semaphore
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#define M 100 
#define Vmin 0 
#define Vmax 5 
#define ON 1 
#define OFF 0 
/* 
 * This program obtains a sample from the AD (Channel 0) and puts the 
 * same sample in the DA (Channel 1). Implements a sample and hold.
 */ 
#define DEBUG_FIFO 3 
#define TIMER_TO_CPU 3 // < 0  || > 1 to maintain a 
symmetric processed timer. 
#define RUNNABLE_ON_CPUS 1  
#define RUN_ON_CPUS (num_online_cpus() > 1 ? RUNNABLE_ON_CPUS : 1) 
int use_fpu = 1; // using floating point
RT_TASK thread, thread2; 
static SEM semafor; 
#include "REG_PCI1711.h" // addresses of the DAQ board
#define PCI_VENDOR_ 0x13fe 
#define PCI_DEVICE_ 0x1711 
#define NREG_ 32    // space reserved for registers
unsigned int PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711; 
/* 
 * Detection of the DAQ board 
 */ 
int detecta_PCI (void){ 
  unsigned long physical_adress_start; 
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  unsigned long region_length; 
  struct pci_dev *pcidev=NULL; 
printk("PCI-1711 DETECT PCI \n"); 
pcidev =pci_find_device (PCI_VENDOR_, PCI_DEVICE_, pcidev ); 
if(pcidev==NULL){ 
      printk("PCI-1711 CANNOT BE FOUND \n"); 
      return(-EIO); 
    } 
if (pci_enable_device(pcidev)){ 
      printk("PCI-1711 CANNOT BE ENABLED \n"); 
      return(-EIO); 
    } 
    
physical_adress_start= pci_resource_start(pcidev, 2); 
region_length= pci_resource_len(pcidev, 2); 
PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711=physical_adress_start; 









unsigned int datos, yint, valor; 


















 * Waiting for the conversion to finish 
 */ 
while(valor) { 




 * Reading the information 
 */ 
datos = inw(PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711+PCI171x_AD_DATA); 
yint = datos&0x0fff; 
rt_sem_wait(&semafor); 





 * Sending the information to the DA converter 
 */ 









unsigned int alpha,count; 













































RTIME period, period2, now; 
V = 0; 
 detecta_PCI(); 
rt_linux_use_fpu(use_fpu); /* declare if we use the FPU     */ 
rt_task_init( /* create our measuring task     */ 
    &thread, /* pointer to our RT_TASK         */ 
    fun, /* implementation of the task    */ 
    0, /* we could transfer data -> task  */ 
    5000, /* stack size                     */ 
    0, /* priority                  */ 
    use_fpu, /* do we use the FPU?           */ 
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    0 /* signal? XXX                     */ 
); 
rt_set_runnable_on_cpus( /* select on which CPUs the task is*/ 
&thread, /* allowed to run                  */ 
RUN_ON_CPUS 
); 
rt_task_init( /* create our measuring task     */ 
    &thread2, /* pointer to our RT_TASK         */ 
    fun, /* implementation of the task    */ 
    0, /* we could transfer data -> task  */ 
    5000, /* stack size                     */ 
    1, /* priority                  */ 
    use_fpu, /* do we use the FPU?           */ 
    0 /* signal? XXX                     */ 
); 
 
rt_set_runnable_on_cpus( /* select on which CPUs the task is*/ 
&thread2, /* allowed to run                  */ 
RUN_ON_CPUS 
); 
rt_typed_sem_init(&semafor, 1, BIN_SEM | PRIO_Q); 
now = rt_get_time(); 
/* 
 * Initializing first thread parameters
 */ 
period = start_rt_timer((int)nano2count(PERIOD)); 
rt_task_make_periodic(&thread,rt_get_time(),period); 
/* 
 * Initializing second thread parameters
 */ 
































 * Parameters for the system functioning 
 */ 
MODULE_LICENSE("GPL"); 
#define N 22 
#include "cua.h" // simulation of a FIFO structure
#include "fir.h" // filter for the signal
#define PERIOD 100000 
#define DEBUG_FIFO 3 
#define TIMER_TO_CPU 3 // < 0  || > 1 to maintain a 
symmetric processed timer. 
#define RUNNABLE_ON_CPUS 1  
#define RUN_ON_CPUS (num_online_cpus() > 1 ? RUNNABLE_ON_CPUS : 1) 
int use_fpu = 1; 
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RT_TASK thread; 
#include "REG_PCI1711.h" // addresses of the DAQ board
#define PCI_VENDOR_ 0x13fe 
#define PCI_DEVICE_ 0x1711 
#define NREG_ 32    // space reserved for registers
unsigned int PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711; 
/* 
 * Detection of the DAQ board 
 */ 
int detecta_PCI (void){ 
  unsigned long physical_adress_start; 
  unsigned long region_length; 
  struct pci_dev *pcidev=NULL; 
printk("PCI-1711 DETECT PCI \n"); 
pcidev =pci_find_device (PCI_VENDOR_, PCI_DEVICE_, pcidev ); 
if(pcidev==NULL){ 
      printk("PCI-1711 CANNOT BE FOUND \n"); 
      return(-EIO); 
    } 
if (pci_enable_device(pcidev)){ 
      printk("PCI-1711 CANNOT BE ENABLED \n"); 
      return(-EIO); 
    } 
    
physical_adress_start= pci_resource_start(pcidev, 2); 
region_length= pci_resource_len(pcidev, 2); 
PCI_BASE_ADRESS_1711=physical_adress_start; 










unsigned char valor; 
unsigned int datos, yint, i; 
double y; 





































RTIME period, now; 
 detecta_PCI();
rt_linux_use_fpu(use_fpu); /* declare if we use the FPU     */ 
rt_task_init( /* create our measuring task     */ 
    &thread, /* pointer to our RT_TASK         */ 
    fun, /* implementation of the task    */ 
    0, /* we could transfer data -> task  */ 
    5000, /* stack size                     */ 
    0, /* priority                  */ 
    use_fpu, /* do we use the FPU?           */ 
    0 /* signal? XXX                     */ 
); 
rt_set_runnable_on_cpus( /* select on which CPUs the task is*/ 
&thread, /* allowed to run                  */ 
RUN_ON_CPUS 
);  
now = rt_get_time(); 





















void ficar(double *CUA,int *actual,double element){ 
  if (((*actual)>=0) & ((*actual)<N)) 
    { 
     (*actual)++; 
      if ((*actual)>=N) { 
     (*actual)=0; 
      } 
      CUA[*actual]=element; 
   } 
} 
double llegir(double *CUA, int *actual, int numero){ 
  int i; 
  i=((int)(*actual))-numero; 
  if (i<0) i=i+N; 






  5.79416e-003, 
  1.13876e-002, 





  4.44414e-002, 
  1.48489e-001, 
  2.43558e-001, 
  2.82087e-001, 
  2.43558e-001, 
  1.48489e-001, 





  1.06802e-002, 
  1.13876e-002, 































ln -s cpp-4.1 cpp
ln -s g++-4.1 g++
ln -s gcc-4.1 gcc
ln -s gcov-4.1 gcov
We   have   to   download   Linux   kernel   2.6.24   (vanilla)  linux-2.6.24.tar.bz2  @ 




sudo cp linux-2.6.24.tar.bz2 /usr/src/RTAI-3.6.2




tar -xvf rtai-3.6.2.tar.bz2 
We can create symbolic links to the new two folders
cd /usr/src
ln -snf RTAI-3.6.2/linux-2.6.24 linux















>> Enable loadable module support
   >> Module versioning support : off
>> Processor type and features
   >> Subarchitecture Type : PC-compatible
   >> Processor family : 386
   >> Multi-core scheduler support : off
   >> Preemption model : Preemptible kernel (Low-Latency Desktop)
   >> Interrupt pipeline : on 







make-kpkg --rootcmd fakeroot --append-to-version -rtai-3.6.2 --revision 
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r1 --initrd kernel_image kernel_headers
This  process can take up to one hour depending on the machine in use. It  can occupy, 
too, huge disk space, up to 2 GB. Normally, there will be many warning messages.






sudo dpkg -i linux-headers-2.6.24-rtai-3.6.2_r1_i386.deb











sudo  apt-get  install  bison  makedumpfile  qt3-dev-tools  qt4-dev-tools 
git-core xorg-dev autoconf libtool


















We   can   download   eFLTK  efltk-2.0.7.tar.gz  @  http://equinox-project.org 
and put this file into /usr/src/:




















   >> Number of CPUs : number of processors
>> RTAI Lab
   >> RTAI Lab : on
>> Add-ons





cp -a /dev/rtai_shm /lib/udev/devices/
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cp -a /dev/rtf[0-9] /lib/udev/devices/
We need to configure RTAI dynamic libraries to be wide available:









project   defines   an   API   and   driver   structure   for   data   acquisition.   The   API   is   well 
documented and is used on Linux, Bsd and Windows operating systems.
The project includes a collection of drivers for data acquisition hardware. The included 
















cp include/linux/comedi.h include/linux/comedilib.h /usr/include/
cp include/linux/comedi.h include/linux/comedilib.h /usr/local/include/
ln -s /usr/include/comedi.h /usr/include/linux/comedi.h

















The   last  operation   to  do   is   to   configure  Comedi   to  work  with  our  data   acquisition 
hardware   (we   can   find   the   list   of   acquisition   boards   available   for   Comedi   @ 
http://www.comedi.org/hardware.html):





make xconfig or make menuconfig
In the menu we have to configure the changes needed by RTAI:
>> Add-ons
   >> Comedi support over LXRT : y
   >> COMEDI installation directory : /usr/local/src/comedi-0.7.76
>> RTAI Lab
   >> RTAI Lab : y




























• Ode   function:   it   is   one   of   the   ordinary   differential   equation 
functions available  in Scilab.  The default   is  ode4. Possible values 
are:
1. ode1. Uses Euler’s method (RK1)








• RTAI CodeGen: we must click on Menu RTAI    RTAI CodeGen and 
then on the Super Block. At this point Scilab converts our diagram into C 












• Target:   this   is   the  Makefile’s  basename.   It  will  be  copied   to   the 
generated files directory and used for compilation. The default value 
rtai  corresponds   to   the   file 
$SCILAB/macros/RTAI/RT_templates/rtai.mak




fails   (this   can   happen   for   example  when  we   develop   our   own   custom 
blocks), we can still start the compilation manually by typing  make  in the 



















• set the parameters of the simulation by the command Simulate    Setup. Most 







compared   to   the   simulated   time.   It  may  be   convenient   to   speed  up   the 





quickest   time­constant   (or   apparent   time­constant)   of   the   system   to   be 
simulated.
The  solver   method  (i.e.   the   numerical   method   that   Scicos   uses   to   solve   the 
underlying algebraic and differential equations which constitute the model) can be 
selected via the solver parameter. In most cases the default solver can be accepted.








































d   and   y2
d , then finds the Jacobians on the 24 chosen equilibrium points, finally, 
from these LTI systems, calculates all the 24 transfer functions and saves them.
K10 = 6.6479*1.08; % k'10 [(cm^(5/2))/s]
k30 = 7.0196*1.12; % k'30 [(cm^(5/2))/s]
k12 = 15.4116; % k12 [(cm^(5/2))/s]
k23 = 11.5022; % k23 [(cm^(5/2))/s]
kb1 = 5.9; % kb1 [(cm^3)/(V*s)]
kb2 = 5.9; % kb2 [(cm^3)/(V*s)]
Vol = 6264; % water volume [cm^3]
A0 = 1044; % A0 [cm^2]
A1 = 64; % A1 [cm^2]
A2 = 64; % A2 [cm^2]
A3 = 64; % A3 [cm^2]
s = tf('s');
I = eye(3,3);
for i = 15:2:25
  for j = -3:2:3 % 24 chosen points
    y1 = i;
    y2 = i+j;
    n = [(i-1)/2-6,(j+1)/2+2];
    if j<0 % calculation of y3 at the 
equilibrium point
      y3tot((i-1)/2-6,(j+1)/2+2) = i+j-6.2+(k12/k23)^2*j;
    else
      y3tot((i-1)/2-6,(j+1)/2+2) = i+j-6.2+(k12/k23)^2*j;
    end
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    y3 = y3tot((i-1)/2-6,(j+1)/2+2);
    y0tot((i-1)/2-6,(j+1)/2+2) = (Vol-y1*A1-y2*A2-y3*A3)/A0; % 
calculation of y0 at the equilibrium point
    y0 = y0tot((i-1)/2-6,(j+1)/2+2);
    u1tot((i-1)/2-6,(j+1)/2+2) = (k10*sqrt(y1+41.5-y0)-k12*sign(y2-
y1)*sqrt(abs(y2-y1)))/kb1*5/24; % calculation of u1 at the 
equilibrium point
    u2tot((i-1)/2-6,(j+1)/2+2) = (k30*sqrt(y3+47.7-y0)-k23*sign(y2-
y3)*sqrt(abs(y2-y3)))/kb2*5/24; % calculation of u2 at the 
equilibrium point
    a11 = (-0.5*k12/sqrt(abs(y1-y2))-0.5*k10*(1+A1/A0)/sqrt(y1+41.5-
y0))/A1; % creation of A
    a12 = (0.5*k12/sqrt(abs(y1-y2))-0.5*k10*A2/((sqrt(y1+41.5-
y0))*A0))/A1;
    a13 = -0.5*k10*A3/((sqrt(y1+41.5-y0))*A0*A1);
    a21 = 0.5*k12/(sqrt(abs(y1-y2))*A2);
    a22 = (-0.5*k12/sqrt(abs(y1-y2))-0.5*k23/sqrt(abs(y2-y3-6.2)))/A2;
    a23 = 0.5*k23/(sqrt(abs(y2-y3-6.2))*A2);
    a31 = -0.5*k30*A1/((sqrt(y3+47.7-y0))*A0*A3);
    a32 = (0.5*k23/sqrt(abs(y2-y3-6.2))-0.5*k30*A2/((sqrt(y3+47.7-
y0))*A0))/A3;
    a33 = (-0.5*k23/sqrt(abs(y2-y3-6.2))-
0.5*k30*(1+A3/A0)/sqrt(y3+47.7-y0))/A3;
    A(:,:,((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2) = [a11 a12 a13; a21 a22 a23; a31 a32 
a33];
    b11 = 24*kb1/(5*A1); % creation of B
    b12 = 0;
    b21 = 0;
    b22 = 0;
    b31 = 0;
    b32 = 24*kb2/(5*A3);
    B(:,:,((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2) = [b11 b12; b21 b22; b31 b32];
    C(:,:,((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2) = [1 0 0; 0 1 0]; % creation of 
C
    D(:,:,((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2) = [0 0; 0 0]; % creation of 
D
    Atot((((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2)*3-2:(((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2)*3,
(((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2)*3-2:(((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2)*3) = A(:,:,(((i-
1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2)); % collect all the LTIs at every 
equilibrium point
    Btot((((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2)*3-2:(((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2)*3,1:2) 
= B(:,:,((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2);
    Ctot(1:2,(((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2)*3-2:(((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2)*3) 
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= C(:,:,((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2);
    Dtot = [0 0; 0 0];
    [Gnum1,Gden1] = ss2tf(A(:,:,((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2),B(:,:,((i-
1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2),C(:,:,((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2),D(:,:,((i-1)/2-7)*4+
(j+1)/2+2),1); % transformation of the LTI to a 
transfer function
    [Gnum2,Gden2] = ss2tf(A(:,:,((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2),B(:,:,((i-
1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2),C(:,:,((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2),D(:,:,((i-1)/2-7)*4+
(j+1)/2+2),2);
    G11tot(((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2,1) = tf(Gnum1(1,:),Gden1(1,:));
    G12tot(((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2,1) = tf(Gnum2(1,:),Gden2(1,:));
    G21tot(((i-1)/2-7)*4+(j+1)/2+2,1) = tf(Gnum1(2,:),Gden1(1,:));






state space model  sysbal  by eliminating the states from 4 to 72 (generating a 3rd  order 
system).
The  'Truncate'  option   tends   to   produces   a   better   approximation   in   the   frequency 
domain, even if the DC gain doesn't match all the times. 
sys = ss(Atot,Btot,Ctot,Dtot); % creation of a 72 states LTI system
[sysbal,g] = balreal(sys); % order through Gramian-based balance
rsys = modred(sysbal,4:72,'Truncate'); % reduction to order 3
[Gnumm1,Gdenm1] = ss2tf(rsys.a,rsys.b,rsys.c,rsys.d,1); % 












Figure(1); % representation of the Bode of G11media
bode(Gmedia11);
figure(2) % representation of the Bode of G11tot
for z = 1:24
    bode(G11tot(z,1));
    hold on;
end
figure(3); % representation of the Bode of G12media
bode(Gmedia12);
figure(4) % representation of the Bode of G12tot
for z = 1:24
    bode(G12tot(z,1));
    hold on;
end
figure(5); % representation of the Bode of G21media
bode(Gmedia21);
figure(6) % representation of the Bode of G21tot
for z = 1:24
    bode(G21tot(z,1));
    hold on;
end
figure(7); % representation of the Bode of G22media
bode(Gmedia22);
figure(8) % representation of the Bode of G22tot
for z = 1:24
    bode(G22tot(z,1));

























































The   following   is   the   code   of   a   program   in   Scicoslab   that   firstly   calculates   the 
characteristic  polynomial,   then   the  state  matrix  with   the   feedback  loop   leaving     K  
unknown and, by comparing them, the unknown matrix.
­­>s = poly(0,'s'); 
­­>eq1 = (s+0.0160)*(s+0.0524)*(s+0.2190)*(s+15.0106)^2;  // desired polos
­­>A = [­0.3885 0.3803 ­0.0004; 0.3807 ­0.5928 0.2121; ­0.0005 0.2116 ­0.2206]; // 
LTI system
­­>B = [0.4425 0; 0 0; 0 0.4425];
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­­>C = [1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 1];
­­>D = [0 0; 0 0; 0 0];
­­>H = [1 0 0; 0 1 0];
­­>syms k12 k13 k21 k23; // k12 k13 k21 and k23 unknowns
­­>K = [1 k12 k13; k21 1 k23];
­­>Af = s*eye(5)­[­H*D ­H*(C­D*K); B A­B*K]; // calculation of sI ­ A
­­>eq2 = det(Af);
­­>e1 = maxima('ratcoef','eq1­eq2','s^1'); // comparison of the coefficients of the 
two equations
­­>e2 = maxima('ratcoef','eq1­eq2','s^2');
­­>e3 = maxima('ratcoef','eq1­eq2','s^3');
­­>e4 = maxima('ratcoef','eq1­eq2','s^4');
­­>equ = syml(['e1=0','e2=0','e3=0','e4=0']); // obtained equations
­­>unk = syml(['k12','k13',k21','k23']); // unknowns
­­>S = maxima('solve',equ,unk); // resolution of the equations
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